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Introduction 

"There is a militant type of mind to which 
the hostilities involved in any human situa
tion seem to be its most iriteresting or 
valuable aspect." 

-Richard Hofstadter, from 
Anti-Intellectualism in 
Amer1can Life 

Mr. Hofstadter's sentiment, so succinctly stated in the 

above epigram, is certainly true, and it is of vital impor-

tance in any consideration of professional wrestling as a 

popular activity. However, my concern is focused not solely 

on the specific activity of wrestling, but additionally on 

the significance of its popularity to human culture in gen-

eral and to our culture in particular. Admittedly such an 

approach is hopelessly (or perhaps hopefully) broad, but the 

basic and ancient genesis of wrestling, in addition to its 

almost universal cultural adaptability, demands some broad-

ness. Fortunately, it is possible to invert the emphasis of 

Mr. Hofstadter's statement to render it more appropriate for 

my study. In its new form the epigram reads, 

There is a humanistic type of mind to which 
the human significances involved in any mili
tantly hostile situation seem to be its most 
interesting or valuable aspect. 

Obviously, the language can be further broadened to in-



elude any cultural activity~ violent or not, and such a 

change would certainly be justified in a general sense. 

However, I feel that a cultural activity must fulfill certain 

criteria to qualify it for a study whose interest is not com

pletely academic. For instance, the activity may reveal some 

basic human continuity of belief and observance that persists, 

perhaps on a deep psychological level of need or desire, des

pite vast temporal and cultural differences. Or perhaps the 

activity is closely related to one or more other activities 

or groups of activities whose cultural importance is widely 

acknowledged. Its own popularity, if that factor proved to 

be impressive enough, might provide an adequate justification 

for study. Or its ideological roots might be linked to some 

basic current in the culture itself and thus provide useful 

information. These are only a few basic examples, but the 

point is relatively clear. The subject should be widespread 

(either culturally or historically), linked to some important 

activity or type or activity, or specifically significant in 

some cultural fashion. Of course, wrestling fulfills all of 

these basic criteria. 

These suggestions indicate an important point about 

popular culture studies. Their principle focus is not usual

ly literary. Although they may often be scholarly analyses 

Jf artistic achievements, they necessarily rely heavily on 

anthropological and sociological elements as the basis for 

their authority. This point is both good and bad. In a 
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most direct sense it is positive since the resources and 

techniques of different disciplines are utilized for scholar

ly advancement. Unfortunately, in an attempt to protect the 

scholarly validity of our work, more than a few researchers 

have adopted the lamentable tendency of more traditional 

anthropologists and study only the most esoteric of material. 

The rituals of primitive tribes (the more remote and primi

tive the better) are certainly a valid resource, and we 

might certainly be able to apply an analysis of them to our 

own culture if a connection were ever made. Unfortunately, 

these vital connections are seldom made, and the material be-

.comes a dust gathering footnote in some library's collection. 

As I see it, the strength of popular culture lies pri

marily in its vitality. Were it not for this vitality (which 

must necessarily indicate some relationship of. the object or 

activity to the desires, assumptions, or values of a signifi

cant portion of the society), it would not exist. 

I am not trying to say that any mass produced product in 

a highly technological, consumer society holds the anthropo

logical keys to its culture. What I am saying is that it is 

throwing out the baby with the bathwater to assume that some 

cultural element is devoid of significance simply because it 

is popular. 

In any discussion of popular culture it is wise to give 

the material a broad historical and theoretical basis from 

which it is to be viewed. In the case of this particular 
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subject, professional wrestling, this base is not difficult 

to produce. This paper provides a brief historical outline, 

some mention of the form's vast popularity in current Ameri

can culture, and a discussion of the theoretical bases of 

myth and ritual which give wrestling its basic form and 

account for much of its durability of appeal. I relate 

wrestling to two of its closest cousins, theater and sports, 

and attempt to touch on a few of the most important connec

tions and diversions. I will also provide a brief overview 

of American cultural heritage which provides a more contem

porary context for wrestling's current appeal, and I will 

discuss certain particulars of form, process, and produc

tion as they express wrestling's purpose, appeal, and unique

ness. 

The purpose of this paper is not to express perjorative 

judgments on any particular cultural form, high or popular, 

nor to produce any definitive answers. Its purpose is to 

investigate a subject from a broad cultural, artistic, and 

historical perspective, and determine the origins, appeals, 

and significances inherent in the form. Wrestling shows us 

the perseverance of basic concerns and the ability of almost 

any type of culture to produce adaptations that express them. 

And, once we recognize the vitality of wrestling's archetypal 

framework, we can draw conclusions from our particular cul

tural manifestations. What qualities do our heroes employ? 

How do we picture evil? What do we think of as justice? 
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Such basic questions, in the ways they confirm our connec

tions to our cultural past and in the ways they reveal the 

uniqueness of our cultural present, are hardly trivial. 
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"If the play were uninteresting in itself, 
and the performance poor, as is often the 
case, still there is the pit which is a 
microcosm, an epitome of the world. I 
must see by what emotions, passions, thoughts 
it is swayed; what deeds it applauds, which 
it condemns." 

-Unitarian Minister, (1853) 
from Melodrama Unveiled 

Professional wrestling is an entertainment which uses a 

pseudo-sport framework as its basic physical structure. Its 

formal aspects are fairly simple. The action takes place 

within a squared ring measuring between sixteen and eighteen 

feet on each side. The floor of the ring is constructed of 

3/4 inch plywood boards covered with two layers of one inch 

thick foam rubber or, in some cases, with two layers of 

woven carpet liner. This is in turn covered with a layer of 

canvas. Enclosing this area are three "ropes" (actually 

vinyl covered elastic cords) spaced eighteen inches apart. 

These ropes are connected in the corners of the ring by 

padded, vinyl covered cushions known as turnbuckles. Sup-

porting this arrangement is a framework of steel posts and 

pipes. This construction takes approximately four hours to 

erect. 

On this stage two professional athlete/actors, usually 

clad in the barest essentials demanded by public modesty, 

meet in a staged physical combat which emphasizes strength, 
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agility, cunning, and perseverance. The drama of this con

test is partially intensified by the fact that the partici

pants generally far exceed average size. No auxiliary equip

ment is allowed, and the goal is to very simply overpower 

one's opponent for three seconds. A victory can also be won 

through an opponent's concession or loss of consciousness. 

Matches customarily last for periods ranging from ten to 

sixty minutes. There are no points scored, and there are no 

rest periods. 

Obviously, in such an ultimate and physical type of 

contest a great deal of bodily punishment can be inflicted. 

After all, the most benign of possible conclusions is the 

temporary incapacitation of one's opponent. In the pursuit 

of such an end, many potentially destructive moves are em

ployed. So destructive are these possible moves that often 

it is only the wrestler's athletic ability, size, and condi

tioning that saves him from being permanently crippled. In

deed, amateurs who are foolhardy enough to enter the ring 

with professionals very rarely leave under their own power. 

The possible brutality and the lack of protective gear 

would make wrestling a very dangerous sport indeed. If it 

were a sport. Wrestling has a sports basis and history, 

but it is not a sport. It is pure spectacle, and, while 

many modern sports events are also spectacle, they are 

necessarily limited by their self-conscious admission that 

they are games. This admission is a severely limiting and 
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differentiating factor. The one thing that wrestling is not 

is a game. 

What wrestling actually is is a direct descendent of 

the great open-air festivals of solar light and clarity 

which sought to present, in the most obvious of terms, 

ultimate positions and ultimate ideals. That we derive both 

classical tragedy and professional wrestling from the same 

cultural source is no coincidence. The virtues of both are 

similar. Transgressions, virtues, punishments, and rewards 

are all absolute, and the vertical, drenching quality of the 

sun's light is always vital. Even now, in the most squalid 

of halls, the light maintains the same character. It is 

direct, harsh, and unrelenting. Such a light which illumi

nates without shadows fosters an emotion without reserve. 1 

Thus, wrestling's virtue rests in its excessiveness and 

in the excessive emotion it is able to provoke. Since 

wrestling's power is its ability to draw out, with a perfor-

mance, the emotions of its audience, it would seem to be 

more akin to theater than to sports, who rely ' for their emo

tional impact on the predetermined alliances of viewers and 

on a great show of fairness. 

If we view wrestling in this way (and I think we must), 

the most virulent and prevalent criticism of the form (i.e. 

"it's fake, it's fake") loses all substance and meaning. 

What relevance can such criticism have when we view the 

spectacle as a dramatic, formalized conflict between allegori-
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cally identified foes? Even the predictability of the con

clusion is of no consequence. Knowing the eventual outcome 

is no more a hindrance to the enjoyment of the spectacle than 

is having one read the particular play being produced. On 

the contrary, familiarity is a key to a greater appreciation 

and enjoyment rather than to boredom and unease. 

Since the ultimate conclusions of matches are irrelevant 

to the contest's appeal, the question of whether or not 

wrestling is "rigged" is unimportant. Its primary function, 

since it is academic, is to outrage the uninformed critic or 

to momentarily divert the between-match attention of wrest

ling's devotees. Good-humored, unheated interchanges about 

the degree of fakery displayed in a given match or in wrest

ling in general abound. Usfially these discussions focus on 

the skill or ineptitude of some particular wrestler's perfor

mance. Particular examples of actions that display obvious 

falsehood are eagerly pointed out and discussed. 

However, these theoretical discussions only occupy 

wrestling fans during the intermission. When the lights go 

out in the audience, they are the most attentive, riveted to 

an admittedly fallacious stage whose attraction is too strong 

for words. These people are completely uninterested in know

ing whether the contest is rigged or not, and rightly so; 

they abandon themselves to the primary virtue of the spec

tacle, which is to abolish all motives and all consequences: 

what matters is not what they think, but what they see. 2 
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Thus, the individual moment, as a unit of visual ex

pression, is of ultimate importance. It adds to nothing; 

it subtracts from nothing; it simply and completely is. 

And, since it is a gesture without internal meaning, its 

external meaning is everything. Thus, its style constitutes 

its substance and expresses its total worth. This extreme 

immediacy of any given blow or posture provides wrestling 

its ability to exaggerate, to the fullest possible degree, 

the expression of certain basic passions. 

Since each moment is of supreme importance, the sum of 

the experience is not a judgment between the relative worth 

of these moments and some mathematical verdict on the success 

or failure of the participant as is the case in, for instance, 

boxing. Boxing is very different from wrestling. Boxing con

cerns itself with a science of the future while wrestling con

cerns itself with a direct presentation of the present. Box

ing's interest lies with the personal triumph of the indivi

dual; wrestling is concerned with the presentation of uni

versal generalities. The outcome of boxing events can be 

bet on. No one in his right mind would bet on wrestling. 

Boxing results were one of the first pieces of information 

broadcast on radio. Wrestling had to wait for television 

and the addition of the visual to capture media attention. 

In boxing, the result is important. 

process that is dominant. 

In wrestling it is the 

Wrestling is like opera. Plot is unimportant. Gesture 
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and performance are everything. In wrestling, as in opera, 

what is important is the vivid display of passions within 

the action. These displays are what satisfy the audience. 

Each blow is a looping, grotesque arc of destruction, cul

minating in catastrophe. Each hold is an exaggerated repre

sentation of tortuous pain which expresses and extends the 

situation of suffering. Every pinfall is an extreme example 

of pitiful powerlessness and total dominance, and every sub

mission hold recalls the wheel and rack. Each part of wrest

ling's repertoire, enacted with the broadest, most explicit 

gesture, signifies a basic tragic passion. The vivid and 

dramatic representation of these basic passions, as emotion

al and situational absolutes, is what professional wrestling 

is all about. 

The blatant theatricality of these gestures and their 

stylized contexts and presentations make comparisons with 

the stage inevitable . Indeed, wrestling shares many elements 

with theater. Most obviously, the contorted visage of a 

wrestler suffering under an almost intolerable pain is the 

human version of the archetypical concept of tragedy the 

ancients had the compassion to render as a mask. The mask 

and the overdrawn grimace serve the same purpose. They both 

represent, in the most unavoidable of terms, a basic human 

condition in its greatest possible expression. This expres

sion of human conditions and situations is the business of 

theater which shows us characters in triumph or defeat, vain-
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glorious or humbled, elated or crushed, proud or meek. How

ever, the job of theater does not stop there. It must often 

show us how (and sometimes even why) and pretend to explain 

the presence of these passions for our edification. 

In contrast, some more simplified and direct forms of 

theater often deal with greatly simplified subjects and do 

not inherit all the obligations of the more introspective 

forms. Wrestling, which is anything but introspective and 

intellectual, is not expected to bear the burden of explana

tion. It is enough to show, and wrestling, like some par

ticularly grotesque pantomime, does just that. However, to 

accept the limitations of an expressive form is to also 

accept its responsibilities. If the why must be downplayed 

in favor of the action, there must be some explanation of 

character provided beforehand. Like some other forms of 

theater whose message is both broad and direct, wrestling 

has been able to short-cut character development with stereo

type. Through this strategy, the wrestler's emotional impact 

is impressed in advance on an audience that expects simple 

role determinations and is sensitive to the standard indi

cators. 

The first of these indicators is the name. Wrestlers, 

since they are essentially performers of a particular stereo

typed and dramatic kind, often utilize vivid and specific 

"stage names." Names like th "Superdestroyer," Abdula the 

"Butcher," George the "Animal" Steel, and "The Maniac" Mark 
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Lawin are not adopted in an attempt to w1n confidence and 

trust. However, they are seldom chosen capriciously, either. 

A distinctive name helps identify the individual, and he will 

do everything in his power to live up to the promise of his 

chosen title. 

Wrestlers may also partially delineate their personae 

through their dress. Since wrestlers compete in an almost 

bare condition, this element is of lesser importance than 

are some others. However, certain wrestlers take advantage 

of the possibilities provided by the outer, "warm up," gar

ment or robe to express themselves. Most notable in this 

area is the current NWA (National Wrestling Alliance) world 

champion, Ric Flair. Flair has been a flamboyant individual 

since the beginning of his career, and this has always been 

symbolized by his opulent silk and satin, brocaded, floor

length dressing robes in a rainbow of exotic shades. 

Of course, Flair's exaggerated, sartorial sensational

ism is not original. Flair is a direct descendent of Ameri

can wrestling's most famous figure, Gorgeous George, whose 

visual appeal so directly influenced the beginning of wrest

ling's popularity as a television spectacle. In an even 

more general way the use of splendid costumes for those in

volved in dangerous or violent spectacles enjoys a long his

tory . The most obvious example is the matador and his "suit 

of lights." 

As a part of the name or the costume, the wrestler may 
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sometimes employ some obvious and usually inflammatory sym

bol. These symbols are used for the most blatant effect and 

are usually too obvious and too specific for most wrestlers. 

However, they are sometimes used by wrestlers whose charac

terization already rely on an ethnic or nationalistic stereo

type. The swastika is the most common of these symbols and 

has been often used to great effect. Interestingly enough, 

the hammer and sickle is seldom used. Russian competitors 

more often display a single crimson star, if they use any 

outward symbol at all. Possibly this omission of sparkle 

by the Soviets is a reflection of a corresponding lack of 

appreciation for the operatic in the soul of communism. 

However, any symbol, if nationalistic enough in its 

nature and presentation, can arouse patriotic zeal as a 

reaction. A recent example is the team of the New Zealand

ers who customarily display their national banner with con

siderable vigor. I know of no reason for anyone to resent 

New Zealand , but the ostentatious display of any colors but 

our own can become sufficient provocation for animosity. 

iVhen there is some already existing nationalistic ani

mosit y , there are always those ready to tap the emotional 

resource. For instance, during the recent Iranian crisis, 

there suddenly appeared a rash of Iranian wrestlers. Some 

familiar faces merely changed their country of origin. The 

Iron Sheik became the Iranian Sheik, and Abdulla the Butcher, 

long known as the "madman from the Sudan," revealed that he 
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had actually been born in Iran. 

Of course, these are only the most obvious and super

ficial delineators of character type. However, the nature 

of wrestling is such that even these crudely drawn strokes 

can prefigure a wrestler's character in the samefashion as 

the black cape, top hat, and swirled mustaches identify 

the melodrama villian or the white hat, silver pistols, 

and jutting, clean-shaven chin mark the typical young west

ern hero. 

The obvious point in these past paragraphs is that, in 

wrestling, characters are sometimes so obviously expressed 

that you can tell the players without a scorecard, sometimes 

even before play begins. The purpose behind such simplified 

and definitive characterization is the same as that behind 

the exaggerated gestures which make up the form's degree of 

pantomime; and each gesture is drawn broadly and dramatically 

in an attempt to produce a specific type of effect. A modern 

myth is in the making. 

There is one element still missing in this play. Al

though the wrestler is appropriately named and attired, he 

has yet to act, and , without action, his characterization 

remains embryonic. However, the physical presence of the 

wrestler allows him a secure emotional context in which to 

act as the physical representation of a tempermental stereo

type. Within his given stereotype he holds the seeds of the 

conflict that will ensue. Regardless what particular emotion-
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al stereotype he embodies, the appropriate element of that 

personality will provide the most dramatic gesture to define 

his character in the given situation. Thus he might cower 

in pathetic supplication before a threat only to launch a 

sneak attack, or he might valiantly resist (with no appar

ent concern for the illegal tactics of his opponent) in a 

strictly legal fashion until he legitimately gains an advan

tage. Dramatic gestures may also be aimed at the audience. 

A despicable character may strut and leer obscenely while 

his opponent is at a disadvantage. On the other hand, a 

virtuous character may be compelled to call on the crowd 

for moral support in time of need. This stamping and clap

ping seems to be a powerful revivifier for your average hero 

and seems to be well worth the effort. These few examples 

are only a tiny selection from the extensive repertoire· of 

mimicry customarily utilized by wrestlers to render all situ

ations easily intelligible and their appropriate responses 

clear. 

Wrestling is not, therefore, some vast struggle between 

the representatives of notions or ideologies, but rather a 

publicly expressed presentation of basic passions in con

flict--an expression of moral situations which deal directly 

with the private areas that are usually kept hidden. 

These broadly drawn personifications make motivation 

and emotion the proper subject of gesture and extravagance. 

Thus, wrestling is an example of theater's broadest form. 
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As Roland Earths notes 1n his essay, "The World of Wrestling": 

. . wrestling is the ultimate Human Comedy 
in which the most immediate, socially inspired 
nuances of passion--conceit, self-righteousness 
refined cruelty, 'paying one's dues'--are 
unerringly presented with the clearest and 
broadest gestures possible. Thus wrestling 
is immediate pantomime.3 

Traditionally we put our spectacles on a stage where 

they can be vividly lit and isolated from the audience by 

boundaries that fulfill a symbolic function but enhance 

rather than inhibit vision. Wrestling is, as I have men

tioned, just such a theatrical spectacle. That wrestlers 

compete night after night and are seldom injured beyond the 

superficial lacerations required to satisfy the crowd's 

delight in blood, certainly qualifies them as actors. They 

go on stage, they act out a role, they exit at a specified 

curtain, and they collect their money. Of course, it would 

be ridiculous to consider "King Kong" moska for the part of 

Polonius or four-hundred and fifty-four pound Andre "The 

Giant" as King Lear. But why is this idea so absurd? After 

all, Andre has already had two television acting parts--

rather bestial parts to be sure--but why should these examples 

of good casting stunt this actor's career? The discussion 

threatens facetiousness. Nonetheless, there is a good reason. 

At least there is a good enough reason for the disenfranchise

ment of wrestlers as actors from Shakespearean roles. In the 

case of Shakespeare - -let's take Hamlet as an illustration--
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there is a basic gulf between the type of part and their 

experience. Hamlet deals with the private and internal 

tortures of an individual torn between the horns of a 

psychological dilemma. In contrast, wrestling features 

characters who tangibly confront their adversaries and (if 

they are lucky) by opposing, end them. The types of con-

flict are different, the types of characters are different, 

and the types of theater are different. Wrestling is not 

Shakespeare. But although wrestling is hardly Shakespeare, 

it is nonetheless theater, and the wrestlers are actors 

(often skillful ones) who portray certain predetermined 

character roles whose activities are limited and defined by 

their dramatic contexts. The form also maintains other 

theatrical conventions. The matches follow a carefully 

structured series of stages which build dramatic tension 

toward a climax. , The "plot" is developed through the use 

of certain standard devices whose symbolism is familiar to 

the audience and which is calculated to elicit some desired 

emotional response. 

The area of popular modern theater most closely akin to 

wrestling in form, structure, and purpose is melodrama. 

Like wrestling, melodrama reduces basic structural charac-

4 teristics of literary form to stereotypes. In Tragedy and 

Melodrama: Versions of Experience, Robert Heilman distills 

the basic essentials of the form. 

Melodrama connotes an art form that makes the 
most obvious kind of appeal to an uncritical 
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populace. Its character and style are suggested 
by such phrases as the following: pursuit and 
capture, imprisonment and escape, false accusa
tion, cold-blooded villain, virtue triumphant, 
mysterious identity, fraudulence revealed, 
threats survived, enemies foiled: It is the 
world of shock and thrill and sensation. 

In standard usage, melodrama implies the 
simple pleasures of conventional or straight
forward conflict, decked out in the various 
excitement of threats , surprises, risks, 
rivals, disguises, and physical combat, all 
this against a background of ideas and emotions 
widely accepted at the time . . the intimate 
core of the form is the conflict of heroes and 
villains--the standard brands of heroes and 
villains ... however dull or trite or gro
tesque the actions of these good and bad anta
gonists may be, the plots are simply a debased 
popular form of a stable central structure that 
appears in all times: in this structure, man 
is pitted against a force outside of himself .. 
This is one of the persistent fundamental struc
tures of literature, whether it appears in a silly 
or meretricious form or is elaborated with dignity 
and power. st draws upon permanent human atti
tudes. . 

If we merely transpose the names, wrestling for melo-

drama , we achieve no discernable discontinuity but rather 

an almost remarkable transference of description from one 

form of entertainment to another, seemingly quite different, 

form. 

Heilman's perforative tone, though inappropriate to 

fruitful study, seems justified in viewing some of the less 

adept actors and productions in both melodrama and wrestling. 

In particular, wrestling's blatant nature is capable of ex

pressing the basest of theatrical forms. The wrestlers who 

play these roles are generally those of some lesser ability, 
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and they play most often the buffoon. The match is a sort 

of farce or burlesque which usually parodies public modesty. 

This type of match satisfies a decidedly lesser purpose, 

and, as comedy is valued lower than tragedy, comedic wrest-

ling is even more so. This attitude is consistent with a 

medium that deals so directly with ultimate conflicts in 

spectacular display. Any form that is so concerned with 

suffering and defeat must certainly be aware of shame, and 

anything that falls below the standards of such a medium must 

necessarily be considered far below. 

But, whatever type of theater wrestling portrays, wrest-

ling always maintains one great advantage over the theatri

cal forms. Wrestling's immediacy, clarity, and physical 

nature are so strong that its gestures require much less 

context (provided by anecdote, decor, and plot) to appear 

convincing. The result of the interaction between these 

gestures is an elaborate enactment between cause and effect 

in an idealized context. The moral mechanism is externalized, 

and the audience derives an immensely satisfying intellectual 

and emotional pleasure from this vivid presentation. Wit-

nessing the workings of moral and physical "laws" in a most 

refined and simplified context is a deeply rewarding experi

ence in a world that offers few such clear cut definitions.
6 

Thus far we have largely ignored wrestling's history and 

its ties to American culture. At this point, I will turn the 

discussion in this direction. 
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The basis for modern professional wrestling is ancient. 

Derived from primitive combat techniques, wrestling is one 

of the oldest and most basic of all activities which devel-

oped into sports. As a sport, wrestling has been in exist-

ence for thousands of years. Many of the holds and throws 

used today are the same as those used in the championships 

of the ancient civilizations of Egypt, Crete, China, and 

Greece. Egyptian wall paintings from 3400 B.C. represent 

competition between over two hundred wrestling groups, and 

the bouts were decided as they are in modern times, when a 

competitor's shoulders were pinned to the ground. However, 

wrestling itself probably preceeds even the earliest of cul-

tures since cav~-men almost certainly practiced headlocks, 

throws, and strangleholds to defend themselves. Thus, from 

a necessity for survival, wrestling became a sport. 7 

Wrestling styles have developed in almost every culture 

and geographical area of the globe, and the sport has enjoyed 

high popularity at diverse social levels throughout history. 

In the Book of Genesis, Jacob wrestled with an angel, and 

the description of the fight shows that even Biblical authors 

were familiar with holds that could dislocate an opponent's 

8 leg. During certain periods of history, members of even the 

highest social and/or political rank engaged in wrestling. 

Two Roman emperors--Commodus and Maximiam--had successful 

wrestling careers, and eight United States presidents have 

been recorded as being proficient in the sport. Abraham 
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Lincoln was apparently considered quite adept, and Teddy 

Roosevelt went so far as to construct a wrestling gym in 

the basement of the White House. 9 Possibly the most famous 

and most unusual wrestling match in history involved 

Henry VIII, King of England, and Francois I, the French 

sovereign, in 1520 on the Field of the Cloth of Gold. As 

incongruous as it may seem to us, such a match was not only 

possible in the social conditions of the day, but it was 

also regarded as a splendid and glorious event for two sov

ereigns to lay hands on each other and try to throw their 

opponent to the carpet in full view of the nobles and 

courtiers of two rival retinues. 10 

American wrestling--both amateur and professional--is 

derived primarily from the Greeks. The "pure" style of 

wrestling, ~~laisma, was the earlier of the two major Greek 

styles. Grace, beauty, and coordination were stressed in 

paTaisma which was featured in the Olympic games beginning 

in 704 B. c. 11 In 648 B.C., pankration (literally "all-in" 

wrestling) was introduced. The rules were far looser than 

those of p~l~isma, a disciplined, rigidly structured con

test, and the struggle was far more brutal. Throwing, 

strangling, armlocks, biting, kicking, gouging, and punch

ing were all allowed, and the contests predictably often 

.d d . h f h '. . . 1 d d d 12 en e w1t one o t e compet1tors mut1 ate or ea . Over 

the years professionalism gradually took over the games, and 

some competitors in the wrestling events were bribed to lose. 
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This fact, together with the success of foreign competitors 

following in the wake of Alexander the Great's conquests, 

resulted in a substantial drop in wrestling's public appea1.
13 

Obviously, the out-of-towners beat the horne town boys too 

often for the fans to maintain interest. 

Today the schism between professional and amateur wrest

ling has widened so drastically that wrestling, as a sport, 

pointedly attaches the word "amateur" to its official title. 

Not one of the major sport dictionaries or encyclopedias 

even lists professional wrestling under the category "sport." 

The differences in rule systems account for one major reason. 

The rules of "freestyle," the most popular and probably the 

most entertaining of the amateur styles, forbid the follow

ing: pulling of hair, flesh, ears, and private parts, of 

holding an opponent's costume; brawling, kicking punching 

or twisting fingers or toes; applying holds liable to en

danger life or limb. 14 These forbidden strategies are not 

only commonly used by the professionals; they (particularly 

the kicking, punching, twisting, and endangering) are the 

expected and essential constituents of a professional wrest

ling match. For all practical purposes, professional and 

amateur wrestling cannot be considered as different aspects 

of the same discipline, despite their obvious common history 

and their superficial similarities. The important aspects 

for our s tudy are the reasons behind this split and the 

forms that result from these reasons. 
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That wrestling is so basic in form and has yet managed 

to survive and even flouish in modern technological society 

would be sufficient reason for us to examine it. However, 

wrestling is not merely an interesting, isolated phenomena 

like those which seem to have such a great attraction for 

cultural anthropologists. It is popular, not to a handful 

of devotees, but to a broadly based and numerous group. In 

fact, wrestling ranks third in terms of total attendance 

figures for sports events in the United States. Only horse 

racing and auto racing outdraw wrestling. Baseball and 

football, supposedly the big favorites, trail meekly behind, 

and the separating gap is measured in the tens of millions. 15 

It is true that a considerable percentage of those admissions 

are accounted for by diminuitive, rural arenas, but wrestling 

packs the house inthe big city, too. For instance, it was 

wrestling that set the attendance record in New York's famed 

Madison Square Garden when 24,000 fans turned out in a single 

night. The Garden stuffed twenty thousand into the main 

auditorium and accomodated the overflow via closed circuit 

television in the plush Felt Forum. In addition to live 

shows, promoters all over the country turn out television 

wrestling programs primarily designed to entice ever more 

fans to the arenas in the approximately two-hundred twenty-

five television markets. Since the inception of Ted Turner's 

nationwide satellite broadcast "Superstation;' WTBS, and its 

three hours of wrestling each week, attendance figures have 
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risen steadily. Atlanta's gigantic Omni arena is packed 

virtually every time wrestling is held, as are stadiums and 

sportcenters in WTBS's satellite wrestling cities such as 

Columbus, Ohio; Chattanooga, Tenn.; and Montgomery, Alabama. 16 

Obviously, there is interest. Interest in spectacle means' 

big bucks, and there seems to be enough to go around. In 

addition, when the promoters reap healthy profits, the wrest

ling stars don't lag far behind. Wrestling stars consistent

ly show a total lack of modesty or shyness concerning the 

subject of money. Most of the top stars work for a percentage 

of the gate which puts many of them in high tax brackets and 

behind the wheels of Cadillacs, where they count their six 

figure salaries and grin their satisfied grins despite the 

scars. The public watches wrestling on television and is 

convinced to attend in person. The young and the old throng 

to the arenas; they spend their money, and they come back to 

do it again . They are obviously an invaluable asset to the 

wrestling promoters, but the roots of their devotion also 

reveal facto»s beyond economics that can be valuable to our 

cultural understanding. The roots of wrestling's popularity 

lie in the basic needs of the human psyche. 

Not only does wrestling's outward expression link it to 

the great spectacles of antiquity, but it is also a modern 

vehicle for formalized conflicts that express our cultural 

values and beliefs in the same way that myth expressed these 

basic beliefs for the ancients. 
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Man is the only animal who expresses the need to explain 

the world and justify his place 1n it. In all times and 

places he attempts to discover and express his relationship 

to the basic powers and situations of nature as well as his 

own emotions and the eternal circumstances of triumph and 

defeat. To accomplish this he must first reduce experience 

to a simplified and manageable form, a collection of meta

phors. These images become the principles in a complex of 

narratives that dramatizes the world vision and historical 

sense of a culture. This complex of narratives is what we 

know as a mythology. According to Richard Slatkin's concise 

explanation of the relationship between myth and man, the 

action of a myth-tale recapitulates the experience of a 

people in their land, rehearses their visions of that ex-

perience in its relation to perceived world order, and re

duces both experience and vision to a paradigm.
17 

Thus, 

through the production and manipul :1tion of the myth, the 

society and the individu~l believe they have found a method 

of both perceiving order and participating in its stability. 

The myth affects the believer in an essentially nonrational 

and religious fashion: he recognizes his own features and 

experience in the myth . and he feels that the myth has 

put him in intimate contact with the ultimate powers which 

shape all life. Thus, the myth can be seen as an artistic 

construct which bridges the gap between impulse and action, 

dream and reality, the world of mind and the world of affairs. 
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It draws on t .he content of individual and collective memory, 

structures it, and develops from it imperatives for belief 

d 
. 18 an act1on. 

Although the images of myth differ from culture to cul-

ture, the basic form within which they are structured remains 

relatively constant. There are three basic and essential 

components: the hero, symbolic representative of the human 

audience; and environment which contains the action andre-

fleets the audience's concept of the world and the gods; and 

a narrative, in which the interaction of the first two ele-

ments is described. In other words, the hero and his environ-

ment represent some type of conflict. The narrative is the 

course of action by which the conflict is resolved. The nar

rative's action defines (explicitly and implicitly) the re-

lationship ~f hero to universe and man to God--and so esta-

blishes the laws of cause and effect, of natural process, 

and of morality. The narrative gives the images life by 
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Slatkin's concise explanation of these myth/man relation-

ships allows us a basis for understanding comparable relation

ships in more "sophisticated" (though possibly less self-

consciously aware) societies. As Slatkin explains, the 

function of th~ myth is to describe and reiterate a basic 

relationship between symbolic images. The appearance of the 

images may change, but the basic structure of the narrative 

remains constant. The stability of the narrative is reas-
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suring in its familiarity and in the limitations it imposes 

on the outcome. Since all the possible conclusions are 

familiar and understood, the individual draws security and 

pleasure from the knowledge of appropriate response. This 

pleasure can also be a secondary benefit which he may reap 

simply through contemplation of the myth as harmonious 

form, independent of its content. The narrative is so care

fully constructed and so firmly fixed that only the most 

drastic shifts in the images of hero and universe can signi

ficantly alter the narrative level in the myth. 

Although modern man relies less heavily on myth for an 

explanation of the physical world, the basic stability of 

the form provides a comfort and familiarity that pervades all 

areas of popular art. Just as a child prefers the familiar

ity of the bedtime story he already knows, we adults often 

prefer the familiarity of some accustomed formula in our 

entertainment. This fact partially explains the immense 

popularity of formulaic literature. The detective story, 

the gothic romance, and the western all provide us with 

predictable characters and plot patterns which represent, 

in a culturally palatable form, the universal conflicts of 

myth. Since these formulas are so familiar, their appeals 

are primarily emotional rather than intellectual, and they 

seive to simplify conflicts and responses. Thus, they are 

important because they reiterate cultural values and shield 

us from complexity and frustration. Such outlets are vital 
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necessities in the increasingly complex structure of modern 

civilization. 

In a "civilized" society, individuals tend to intellec

tually play down the value of myth. Most people consider 

myth as somebody else's dead religion. But, although 

moderns try to divorce myth from religion, it remains 

alive and powerful. Though a large percentage of moderns 

might not consciously admit that myth supports and structures 

our perceptions of "reality" and our responses (especially 

emotional) to situations and actions, it is nonetheless so. 

Often, the very person who consideres himself most sensible, 

reasonable, and immune to the influences of such "baggage 

of barbarism" is the person who relies on myth structures 

most extensively. His self-assurance is bought by the for

feiture of complexity in favor of a more comfortable and 

supportive simplicity. This type of person jealously guards 

a myth-based security against all external attacks. By 

perceiving the external world as the only possible source 

of danger or disorder, he spares himself the often painful 

experience of introspection and the confusion it often 

causes. To avoid the dilemma of self, the individual turns 

his attention outward to simpler problems with saner, safer 

answers. The externalized person often obtains pleasure 

from organized, predictable, familiar activities or forms 

that reiterate and reinforce his simplistic preconceptions 

and which, therefore, protect his security. 
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One area that is particularly affected by increased 

societal restrictions is physical violence. The more "civi

lized" a society becomes, the greater are its repressions of 

aggression expressed by the individual. Aggression is gen

erally forbidden within routine contexts, and, in those areas 

in which it .is allowed, it is strictly limited and controlled. 

Since the individual is not legally allowed to actively par

ticipate in violent acts--particularly those which express 

cruelty and sadism--and since once accepted spectacles such 

as public punishments and executions and bestial contests 

like dog fights and cock fights have become illegal~ the 

expression of basic physical antagonism has been increasingly 

relegated to fictional, ritualistic presentations. The per

vasive violence on television and in films, given a thin 

patina of respectability by stock protectors of justice like 

cops and cowboys, is one outlet for violent urges. However, 

an image on a screen, no matter how graphic, cannot express 

violence in more than an indirect, partially satisfying man

ner. A more palpable, direct, obvious representation of 

violence and pain is necessary for some. Professional 

wrestling provides this expression in a highly visible and 

dramatically ritualized mythic form. 

However, the method of wrestling's presentation and 

its relationship to myth cannot be adequately understood 

withnut extending beyond the narrow terms of the individual. 

In a practical sense, myth is simultaneously a psychological 
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and a social activity. Although the myth has its effect on 

each individual, its full function is to reconcile and unite 

these individualities to a collective identity. 20 

For the myth to be effectively complete, it must be 

shared. And for a species whose primary sensory receptors 

are its eyes, it must be visual. The translation of the 

myth into a solid, physical form which can be shared, fos

ters the development of ritual. The need to gather in groups 

for a mutual, supportive purpose dates back to prehistory 

and has expressed itself throughout the ages in a multipli

city of forms which have local character. This need is still 

with us today. ~n urban or industrial areas, where the 

reasons for festival are no longer apparent, populations 

invent new pretexts to gather in large crowds which develop 

a type of emotional unity, despite their social heterogeneity. 21 

In addition, these gatherings do not merely support the ex-

perience's validity; they also provide an unconscious dimen-

sian of intensification. We need to participate in the event 

with an immense crowd so as to experience in full force the 

11 
. . . 22 co ect1ve emot1on. Often, the thing experienced has only 

the most remote specific relationship to everyday life. Its 

very remoteness holds a basic key to its appeal. In fact, 

these ceremonial groupings offer one of the few escapes from 

a boring and often meaningless work routine. According to 

sociologist Rene Dubas: 

The nonutilitarian aspects of human life are so 
universal and so ancient that they must correspond 
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to a psychological necessity. (These aspects] 
derive a truly biological value from the fact 
that they symbolize the memories and aspirations 
of the social group, thus contributing to its 
integration in space and in time. 

The nature of the activity is of less importance 
than its power to evoke collective emotions in 
all the members of the social group. (the 
catharsis of these collective emotions) is gen
erally best expressed by concrete symbols which 
are apparent to the senses and meaningful to 
the mind--in other words, by ceremonies.23 

Although experiencing events through mass media such 

as television provides an artificial thrill that comes from 

the illusion of proximity, it fails to elicit an organic 

interaction and therefore gives at best a trivial quality to 

the experience. If this were not true, why would millions 

of individuals voluntarily face great inconvenience--travel, 

long lines, uncomfortable seating on backless metal or con-

crete seats--to pay to attend an event like a football game 

which can be presented with infinite superiority through the 

technological marvels of instant replay and isolated camera 

in the comfort of one's own home, and for free? 

It has become something of a commonplace to observe 

that, generally bereft of the soothing rituals of religion 

and denied the blatant outlet of physical violence, he feels 

helpless, and, even worse, he seems to have no one to blame 

or punish. Modern man is a storehouse of impotent rage 

searching for release. In this frustrating and cynical at-

mosphere, the rituals of sport have been widely grasped in 

a desperate attempt to fill the void. The importance of 
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this wide acceptance is that spurt has become one of the 

most acceptable and supportive rituals in our disenchanted 

society. Sports rituals act like negative rites of worship 

designed to ward off the evil of chaos. Participation in 

the ritual promotes our sense of order and helps allay our 

fear of social collapse, as well as release random destruc-

tive impulses which might otherwise be channeled inward or 

in some other socially disruptive manner. 

The most appealing aspect of sport is its order. Sports 

have developed from the basic human function of "play," and 

although modern organized sports have moved "play" into the 

area of "work" for the athletes, the basic nature of sport 

is the same as that of play. Certain basic characteristics 

of play are important to our understanding of sport's appeal. 

These bases have been described by J. Huizinga in his study, 

Honio Ludens. They are as follows: 

1. (Play) is a significant function-- that is to 
say, there is some sense to it. In play 
there is something "at play" which transcends 
the immediate needs of life and imparts mean
ing to the action. All play means something. 

2. Play is distinct from "ordinary" life both as 
to locality and duration. Play is secluded, 
limited. It is "played out" within certain 
limits of time and place. It contains its 
own course and meaning. 

3. All play moves and has its being within a 
playground marked off beforehand either 
materially or ideally, deliberately or as 
a matter of course. Just as there is no 
formal difference between play and ritual, 
so the "consecrated spot" cannot be formally 
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distinguished from the playground. The 
arena is a forbidden spot, isolated, 
hedged round, hallowed, within which special 
rules obtain. All such spots are temporary 
worlds within the ordinary world, dedicated 
to the performance of an act apart. 

4. Inside the playground an absolute and pecu
liar order reigns. Play creates order, is 
order. Into an im;eerfect world and into 
the confusion of l1fe it brings a temporary, 
a Ii~ited p~~fection. 

5. All play has its rules. They determine what 
"holds" in the temporary world circumscribed 
by play. The rules of a game are absolutely 
binding and allow no doubt. Inside the circle 
of the game the laws and customs of ordinary 
life no longer count.24 

Within these limits we can see that play and ritual are 

one and the same. However, ritual, while identical to play 

in form, takes on the added aspect of purpose. Its simplest 

symbolic purpose is to represent some comprehensive and under-

standable order, and thus it is presented as shows, represen-

tations, dramatic performances, exhibitions, and imaginative 

actualizations of a vicarious nature. 25 

Ritual and myth, and the sense of order they portray, 

are vital to our stability and well-being. However, a speci-

fie mythical content that no longer can be taken seriously 

because it no longer enjoys cultural relevance does more harm 

than good and must be abandoned. Therefore, modern adapta

tions must be developed to replace the outdated and inappro-

priate material of earlier cultures. On the other hand, since 

myth and ritual are the sources of order, we would be foolish 

abandon the form as well as the dated content. Instead, we 
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do the exact opposite. We select the simplest and the most 

enduring narrative form, personal conflict, and adopt as our 

combatants representatives who, in their personifications 

and actions, embody our collective cultural beliefs and de-

sires. Thus we gain the best of both worlds. 

The relationship between the myth and the discipline 

or ritual that express it physically in a culture is symbi

otic. The presence of the enduring, universal archetype 

provides depth, substance, and a sense of permanence and 

tradition. Conversely, the myth gains a vital new vehicle 

which is appropriate, relevant, and accessible to the cul-

ture. To be successful the myth depends on the applicabili-

ty of its particular terms and metaphors to the peculiar 

conditions of hist~ry and environment that dominate the life 

26 of a particular people. Thus, myth can be defined as fol-

low's: " .. myth is traditional metaphor addressed to ulti-

. . 27 h mate quest1ons.'' Ritual is then t e particular cultural 

and social observance which expresses the myth in a person-

ally palatable and meaningful form which clarifies some situ

ation or belief and the proper emotional responses to it. 

Th~ myth provides the theme and the general limits of the 

conflict. The ritual provide~ culturally recognizable 

character and situation metaphors who act out to some satis-

fying conclusion the primary theme. 

Pr.ofessional sports work particularly well as basic 

modern rituals for seveial reasons. First, they are drama-
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tically visible and their exaggerated size and scope elevates 

them into a portrayal that is "larger than life." Also, the 

city/team affiliations under which most major sports teams 

are organized provides an easily accepted, direct, ready

made link between the fan and the particular team without 

the potentially inflammatory use of ethnic or ideological 

stereotypes that might threaten the "American" character of 

the games. 

But, more than any other feature, sports in America 

are useful and vital rituals because they are "games." Thus 

they can allow, without danger, the arousal of the emotions 

of excitement, hope, anxiety and so on without the conse

quences of the real world situations that normally arouse 

such feelings. The game nature is constantly brought to 

mind by time outs, the whistle blows that stop the clock~ 

and period breaks. Wrestling has none of these and although 

the wrestling spectator can console himself (at a deep 

enough level to avoid guilt) that "it's all fake," the illu

sion of reality, of the actuality of the combat, allows for 

a deeper, more basic emotional response in which violence, 

cruelty and pain are unhampered by artificial "sportsmanship." 

Wrestling relates more directly, if more simply, to the 

pressures, anxieties, and machinations of reality in which 

good sportsmanship is seldom paid more than lip service and, 

therefore, provides a staged res'oTution of problems rather 

than an ~scape from them. 
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This distinction brings up an importance difference be

tween wrestling and popular sports in general. Not only is 

the emotionalism in wrestling more intense, it is also more 

focused. And this intensification of focus is related to a 

fundamental difference in the nature of the contest and its 

methodology and intent. 

In most sports the moment of greatest excitement deals 

with a primary elation produced by a breaking out from some 

confinement--the "bomb," the punt return, the fast break, 

the homerun. All these activities express release and escape 

and are ecstatic emotional moments. Wrestling, on the other 

focuses on the intensification of confinement represented by 

the "hold" and ultimately by the "pin." These tactics com

press, rather than release, tensions, and this emphasis is 

also reflected in the method through which victory is achieved. 

In most sports there is a compilation of points garnered 

through various successful activities within the course of 

the game. Generally these points come as a result of one of 

the previously mentioned escape tactics having been success

fully executed. In wrestling, there is no point system, and 

victory can only be gained through an ultimate visual display 

of physical superiority. Thus, in wrestling, one never at

tains victory through being "ahead," and conclusions are al

ways determined in the most .definitive of terms. 

Obviously, wrestling develops an entirely different 

area than that explored by most other sports rituals. The 

differences could be discussed in depth, but, for the pur-
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poses of our study, they may be expressed rather simply. 

One area involves team competition under a strict, respec

tably administered, inviolate set of rules. The aim of this 

activity is to display a skillful superiority over a period 

of time and to reiterate the values of attainment, precision, 

and perseverence within the rigid context of the game. Ob

viously the values expressed by this ritual are social. On 

the other hand we have a ritual which glorifies the indivi

dual and the undiluted display of violence. Rules are sub

limated to the pressures of circumstance, and process is 

considered superior to result. The emphasis in this case is 

emotional rather than social. 

That wrestling personifies emotional rather than social 

values presents a rather complicated picture. Emotions are 

useful, indeed vital, to a society, but they do cause prob

lems. Necessarily they are individual and cannot therefore 

be accurately measured or predicted. Certainly they can be 

depended upon to support certain revered cultural stereotypes 

or. values like "niom," apple pie, and the Lone Ranger. But, 

in a social context, any highly emotional spectacle that 

glorifies the individual is potentially dangerous. However, 

ritual systems are flexible things and dangerous emotions 

are allowed a special place. Traditionally, these are known 

as "Rites of Reversal." A<;cording to Robert Jewett and John 

Lawrence in their essay, "Norm Demolition Derbies: Rites of 

Reversal in Popular Culture": 
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Rites of reversal are a well-known phenomenon 
to students of anthropology and primitive reli
gion which are seen as "safety valves" for ag
gressive impulses. Despite the flouting of 
tradition and authority, such rituals are not 
chaotic, for they begin and end with religious 
regularity and there are accepted limits and 
forms for the role reversals. . (They are) 
periodic, cathartic expressions of rebellion 
against authority which, unlike revolt against 
authority, is only temporary and serves as a 
social binder. By letting off steam, such 
rituals end up reinforcing the very norms 
which are flaunted and then cheerfully rein
stituted at the end of the prescribed festi
val.24 

The rite of reversal finds two exceptionally direct and 

definitive expressions in late twentieth century American 

culture--professional wrestling and the demolition derby. 

Though these two forms appear remote, they share a specific 

ideological affinity that is more than incidental. Consider 

the following discussion of demolition derbies in light of 

the elements of wrestling that have already been discussed. 

Demolition derbies satisfy the need for reversal, par

tially because Americans have turned to the automobile to 

satisfy a love for direct aggression which finds limited 

accepte'd outlet in modern society. The power of an automo

bile is an agency for the release of inhibitions. It is 

the combination of venting aggressive impulses and tran-

scending communal restrictions which suggests a rite of 

reversal. There are deep satisfactions to be gained in an 

aggressive though socially approved ceremony. Since modern 

society provides no lex talionis procedures by which damage 
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to my property can be avenged by my destruction of yours, 

this property ethic is conducive to extreme frustration. 

The pressure of this frustration is effectively released 

in a demolition derby in which "getting even" is socially 

condoned. The audience cheers most at the particularly 

destructive and disabling crash in which one driver really 

gives it to another, and drives off triumphant through 

battered. 29 

Th~ ~orrelations between these activities are numerous 

and vivid. Wrestling is certainly a rite of reversal since 

it is a "combination of venting aggressive impulses and 

transcending communal restrictions." The legal basis for 

these frustrations is so central to our civilized society 

that these frustrations are inevitable. Since they are 

inevitable, an outlet for them is equally unavoidable. 

The basic format of a wrestling match is designed 

specifically to facilitate the release of these very frus

trations. Aggression is the primary mode of action, but 

the match is sanctioned, regulated, and contained. The vir

tues of social control are invoked while commonly forbidden 

displays of violence, deceit, and revenge are routinely 

vented and sanctioned. 

Since th~ concepts of justice and revenge are so strong

ly conne~ted in our cultural minds, and the tension between 

th~ superego and the id is so basic, the legalistic and ritu

alistic connotations are particularly strong. Jewett and 

Leverence also touch on this aspect as it relates to every-
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day life and our common reaction to it. 

In addition, our highly developed superego in relation 

to rules (traffic rules, for instance) breeds frustration 

since we cannot safely retaliate against the rule-breaking 

of others. We are not allowed the "justice" of ramming 

another vehicle that illegally cuts in on us in traffic. 

These frustrations are particularly strong among lower and 

. ddl 1 A . . h 1 f . d . 30 m1 e-c ass mer1cans w1t strong y con orm1st ten enc1es. 

Predictably, it is this very kind of mundanely exper-

ienced, but universal frustration, that is dealt with so 

successfully through the wrestling ritual. Although the 

character we have been led tti consider as associated with 

good would certainly never be the. first to abridge the rules, 

he is never slow with quasi-le~al retribution. Wrestling 

fans love, and wrestling formally (though not officially) 

condones, this fighting fire with fire. The crowd never 

cheers louder than when a rule-breaker is served up a dose 

of his own medicine. 

Individuality and aggression (its most blatant, extreme 

expression) are two of the most basic problems of a unified 

society. Of course the society can attempt to channel these 

tendencies for its own benefit, and, failing that, outlaw 

them. However, social inhibitions against violence and 

aggression ·(and particularly against expressions of idio-

syncratic individuality) do not destroy the basic urges 

from which they arise and quite probably intensify the 
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frustration. 

Sports rituals employing formalized and regulated vio

lence, are useful, but a deeper, more abandoned, less re

stricted display is often required. Deep-seated frustra

tions require explicit methods. Only the most profound 

and obvious of spectacles can suffice. 

The reasons behind sport's inadequacy as spectacle are 

complex. A part of the answer lies in the sharp distinction 

between amateur and professional sport. Hemingway's defini

tion of sport as amateur only so long as it is more fun to 

play it than to watch it makes very good sense. Once a 

sport is so popular--and so well played--that on~ can com

mand a price for admission, it is bound to obey the laws of 

supply and demand. 31 It is now no longer totally play; it 

is also business. The actual participants in professional 

sports are therefore no longer "playing." For them, the 

play has become work. and the actual play is experienced 

by the spectator. The spectator attempts to identify with 

a player or team and to participate vicariously through 

them. The degree to which the spectator "plays" is deter

mined by the strength of this identification and by his in

volvement with the given contest. Promoters emphasize fan 

partisanship and the rivalry between opponents to stimulate 

the spectator's interest and "participation," on which they 

depend for financi~l survival. 

Paradoxically, attempts to improve the game often make 
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the game more specialized and less personal. The distance 

between the game and the fan grows and his "participation" 

in the action becomes increasingly more limited. Increased 

specialization makes the teams more homogeneous and less 

definable. The amounts of money involved severely limit 

the possible sites for major sporting events. If the fan 

cannot afford the expense or the time to travel to the pre

determined spot he is limited to watching the event on tele

vision . The severe limitation of participation by television 

need not be discussed. In addition, the goals of profession

al competition are themselves limiting. Teams proceed through 

a season accumulating a record. The team that is able to 

amass the most points in a season is the champion. This sys

tem tends to trivialize the individual contests. This is a 

particularly serious problem for baseball with its huge 

staditims and frequent games. 

The spectator has an increasingly difficult time getting 

excited over a meaningless game, played by a group of face

less athletes, in some distant city . The spectator craves 

more drama and excitement. The characters should be dis

tinct individuals, undeniably antagonistic by nature rather 

than by the artificial convenience of a game schedule. The 

action should rise and fall drastically and produce a tangible 

sense of tension. The contest should proceed with a maximum 

of emotional intensity, and rules, as is the case in any 

"real" struggle, should be considered as flimsy conventions 
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only to be observed when convenient. Despite wild shifts of 

action within the contest, the outcome should conform to a 

limited number of familiar and satisfying types. Profession

al sports are too rigid and self-conscious of their images 

to be able to satisfy these needs. Professional wrestling 

is not. Its rules are those set by the real players, the 

audience, in accordance with their needs and desires. If a 

marriage of sport and theater is necessary to produce such 

a form, so be it. The fans will be served. 

As has been previously stated, wrestling is a seductive 

unreality achieved through the skillful use of the sporting 

event as a dramatic form. The wrestlers, part athlete and 

part actor, provide skillful, realistic performances in 

roles which represent clearly defined forces of "good" 

struggling against "evil."32 Conflict is reduced to the 

most basic level, and the "right of might" is praised. Ex-

ternal rule systems are minimized while a system of internal 

logic and form are strictly observed. Wrestling succeeds 

because it manages to be simultaneously structured yet loose, 

predictable yet exciting, fake yet real. To preserve this 

arrangement, fans and participants act and react in accor

dance to a strict , but unspoken, set of assumptions concern-

ing reality. 

Since the primary element of the ubiquitous good vs. 

evil myth is the tensiori caused by the juxtaposition of dia-

metrical opposites, chaiacterization is secondary. Each 
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player participates in a pure essence. Comfortably enclosed 

within the roomy framework provided by good and evil, the 

individual participant can develop his own style and charac-

teristics without disturbing the sanctity of the archetypical 

forces or the necessary tension of the endless antagonism. 

Within this framework, strong and stable enough to satisfy 

formal need--yet still loose enough to allow freedom of ex-

pression and minimize restrictive friction--professional 

wrestling has flourished. 

If the translation of ageless mythic forms into newer, 

more graspable metaphor were not so common, we might well 

be shocked by the brazen simplicity and brutal directness 

of wrestling's wholesale adaptation of the form. The stark-

ness with which we customarily view the good vs. evil dicho

tomy meshes easily and directly with American tradition, 

thought, history, and national character. 

But you have there the myth of the essential 
white American. All the other stuff , the 
love, the democracy, the floundering into 
lust, is a sort of by-play. The essential 
American soul is hard, isolate, stoic, and 
a killer. It has never yet melted. 

(D.H. Lawrence, Studies in 
Classic American L1terature) 

Man is a creature who not only utilizes but occassion-

ally delights in violence. This is as true today as it was 

in pre-history. And, as much as we may deny it, violence 

is one key to our national character. America's cultural 
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commitments to violence go back to the first hardy pioneer 

who affirmed his prowess, and individuality through a violent 

and arduous battle with the majestic might of a beautiful 

but brutal wilderness. 33 The violent conditions, the end

less struggle, and the powerful individual are familiar con

ventions in American culture. Actually, our attitudes to

ward violence are more obvious in the motivations behind our 

acts than in the actual acts themselves. Our attitude con-

cerning our heroes is especially revealing. Primarily we 

perceive the hero as a "winner." He lives in an uncomplica-

ted world in which the strong man is king and violence is 

the final court of appeal. His methods of obtaining object-

ives are considered se~ondary to his success. In addition, 

the winner is often commonly accepted as the "good guy." 

America's Calvinistic roots probably play some part in the 

adoration of success since it was commonly believed to be a 

sign of God's favor. However, a simple desire to validate 

the competitive system provides a more realistic reason for 

the tendency. It satisfies one's sense of "justice" if the 

"good guy" and the "winner" can be one and the same person. 

Level heads reasoned that it was far easier to call the win-

ner a good guy (a situation which required nothing to sup

port it besides acquiescence) than to make the good guy a 

winner (which required some form of objective proof.) 

Unfortunately, once we have arbitrarily made : ~ the winner 

a hero without modifying his motivations or ethics, we have 
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given him a license to steal. His first priority is still 

winning, but he is now attributed a number of unearned 

qualities that act as a screen for any possibly devious 

machinations he may use in the pursuit of success. This 

often faulty deification of the winner as the good guy 

often means "anything goes" so long as the right person 

does it. The winner thus has a mandate to perform any kind 

of violence since he is the good guy. What counts in Ameri

ca is success, or, to quote Vince Lombardy, "Winning isn't 

everything, it's the only thing." 

To avoid this potentially thorny ideological problem, 

America takes refuge in the doctrine of reaction. After 

all, cowardlyJ unprovoked attacks should rightfully be re

paid by tactics of an equally uncompromising nature. Fight

ing fire with fire is ideologically based on a posture of 

outraged and self-righteous retribution. That a vengeful, 

defensive posture (i.e. We didn't start or ask for this 

fight, but we're sure as hell going to end it) can allow 

the most dramatic acts of violence is dramatically illustra

ted by Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In more peaceful circum

stancei, an imagined threat can take the place of an attack, 

and our national rightness is protected by high sounding 

ph.rases like "Manifest Destiny." 

It is possible to justify virtually any attitude or 

action if you are first convinced of your own "rightness." 

This conviction of national infallibility (:coupled with an 
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attitude of vague, general superiority) is all the justifi

cation necessary to proceed at full speed, and damn the tor

pedoes. The American national character likes to have all 

of life neatly blocked out, compartmentalized, and organized 

(alphabetically if possible). Subtlety leaves most Americans 

cold. Definite, direct, and emphatic are our adjectives, we 

are always moving forward, and we are never wrong. This is 

the crux of our character. The traditional American credo 

may be expressed something like this: If I am opposed (but 

successful), those who stand in my way may be simply mis

guided or simple, and I must show them the correct way (i.e., 

my way) of thinking; or they may be evil, and I must destroy 

them for the safety and well being of the community and for 

the edification of the young (note: it is also entirely cor

rect that I should enjoy this endeavor and dispatch it with 

obvious and admirable relish); or, finally they may be insig

niricant and no conscious thought or particular emotion should 

necessarily be attached to their summary removal. All foes 

(i.e . , all those who oppose my will) fall into one of these 

categories, and the correct solution to each situation is 

simple, clear, and unquestionable. 

I am not trying to say that America is a nation of 

blood-thirsty maniacs or that they are any better or worse 

than any other people. What I am saying is that tradition

ally we have never been squeamish about employing violence 

in obtaining a solution to a problem. 
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If we are different in one way from other nations in 

our attitude toward violence, it is in our insistence that 

we justify our violence in some high ideological manner be

yond mere expediency. This justification absolves us from 

guilt and allows us to abandon all restraint. 

However, whatever our attitude concerning justification, 

it is uncontestable that we love violence in our entertain-

ment. The themes of force, speed, and violence appear in 

"virtually every aspect" of American public life. 36 Violent 

images are so pervasive that American film-making pioneers 

in the 1890's, though faced with the limitless possibilities 

of the new medium, could think of nothing better to do than 

record prize fights round by round. Even the film's techni-

cal innovations are often connected in some way with vio-

lence. Slow motion was first used to add drama to a car 

crash, and the first use of dramatic close-up was a shot of 

a menacing bandit firing his pistol directly into the cam

era.34 This love of sensationalism and violence has carried 

over into every area of our popular entertainment. This is 

particularly true in sports, the theater, film and television. 

Much of the material presented in both sports and drama 

is aimed at the sensibilities of the "average" viewer. What 

this basically means is that the appeals of the entertainment 

are tailored to the tastes of the greatest possible number 

in the audience. Thus, appeals must be general and proven 

effective. Subtle or complicated characterizations and plot 
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structures are gene.rally avoided in favor of stereotype and 

violent catharsis. The audience is soothed by familiar, pre

dictable ~cenerios and is often rendered defensive, anta

gonistic, or confused by the complicated or the esoteric. 

This anti-intellectualism, older than our national identity, 

has a long historical background. The characteristic of 

anti-intellectualism is a resentment and suspicion of the 

life of the mind and of those who are considered to repre

sent it; and a disposition constantly to minimize the value 

of that life. 35 

In fact, the primary point separating popular culture 

and high culture is that high culture complicates and popu

lar culture simplifies. High culture deals with questions; 

popular culture poses easy solutions. The high culture hero 

is the individual struggling with complex intellectual or 

psychological probl~ms; the popular culture hero is a stereo

type who solves physical prohlems in a physical and defini

tive fashion. 

The heroes of most popular entertainment are similar to 

those perennial favorites of television, the cowboy and the 

cop. The cowboy's answer to every crisis is a bullet or a 

right cross; the cop is the representative of law (and at 

least by inference, justice) and, as such, is allowed any 

violent excess in order to "do his job." Similar characters 

and responses also permeate sports. Sport is a simplified 

metaphor for life in which the correct responses to situa-
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tions is not a matter for question. Those who follow the 

predetermined patterns most faithfully are the winners. 

Coaches call this successful pattern following "flawless 

execution," and it wins games. Another major aspect of 

sports is the deification of the physical. Tension, stress, 

and conflict is reduced to a mindless struggle of muscle 

and bone. Sport is based on a conflict between opponents, 

and, it follows the rules of an exaggeratedly simplified 

Darwinism in which only the strong survive. Even in the 

most polite of direct competition sports, tennis, the key 

to winning is aggression focused on one's opponent. Al

though this aggression is not displayed openly, the vivid 

images of carnage used to describe the match betray the 

latent implications of controlled aggression. The loser 

is often said to have been "murdered," "crushed," or 

"slaughtered," and the match is often referred to as 

"brutal," "devastating," or "a killer." 

Although we dearly love the violence and aggression, 

we love even more the order and coherence our entertainments 

provide. We are comforted by the timekeeper's watch and the 

eleven o'clock curtain, and we know, deep down, that the hero 

will emerge victorious before t .he last commercial. However, 

there can be too ~uch of a good thing. If the images become 

too rigid, we rebel. The crowd gets restless if too many 

flags are thrown and the action is unduly slowed, and it 

shows a decided capriciousness toward specific characters 
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whose novelty has faded. But promoters and entrepreneurs, 

today's mass media myth-makers, are crafty folks, and they 

have a generous store of tricks to make the hackneyed seem 

fresh and the structured seem loose. The juggling act be-

tween exciting and safe, novel and familiar, stimulating 

and predictable is necessary for success in the popular 

media. Nowhere is this game of masks more apparent or more 

successful than in the world of professional wrestling. 

There is a class ... who sit down to a 
work of amusement tolerantly as they sit at 
a play, and with much the same expectations 
and feelings. . They look not only for 
more entertainment, but, at bottom, even for 
more reality than real life itself can show. 
Thus, though they want novelty, they want 
nature too; but nature unfettered, exhilara-
ted, in effect transformed. . It is with 
fiction as with religion: it should present 
another world, and yet one in whi§g we feel 
the tie. (Herman Melville, 1897) 

Although Melville wrote this observation eighty-four 

years ago, he could easily be referring to wrestling fans 

today. The fans want "transformed nature" that is "unfet-

tered," and "exhilarated." They also require "more reality 

than real life itself can show." Since these criteria can-

not be satisfied within the bounds of strict legitimacy, the 

audience makes a compromise with the form by selectively sus

pending its disbelief in certain areas in return for the 

assurance that certain conventions will be observed. In 

actuality, this voluntary acceptance of a selective and ar

bitrary rule system which governs the course of the action is 
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a standard component of all games. In wrestling , the dif

ferneces are that the stated rules are not the actual rules 

and that they (the actual rules) are expanded to include 

the audience as well as the "players." Therefore, the 

audience effectively becomes actual participants and their 

assumptions form the basis for the practical rule system. 

These assumptions are then the rules "in fact." That the 

audience enacts the actual rules, and therefore participates 

to a far greater extent than is allowed in the normal spec

tator context, intensifies their participation in and their 

consequent satisfaction derived from the event. 

The first important assumption on which wrestling is 

based concerns the wrestlers themselves. Since they function 

as representatives of either "good" or "evil," their charac

ters are broadly drawn and often rely heavily on cultural 

or ethnic stereotypes. Cowboys, lumberjacks, coarse, 

blustering Russians, goose-stepping Germans, and inscrutible 

Orientals are all stock characters on the wrestling scene. 

Almost all foreign characters are viewed as villians and 

help give a definition 1y contrast to the clean-cut, apple 

pie-pure American heroes. 

That foreign wrestlers are almost always villains is 

not so much a result of a basic nationalism as it is an 

archetypcal reaction against the "other," the outside in

flu~nce th~t threatens the stability of the social unit. 

Their disruption might be viewed as physical or ideological 
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or even moral, but, whate~ei its particular flavor, it epi

tomizes some evil which polarizes and defines its opposite. 

Thus, any given match personalizes the fundamental con

flict in some topically satisfying manner that makes it more 

immediate and enjoyable for its audience. The good for 

which one strives may be represented by upward mobility, 

morally motivated revenge, patriotism, preservation of the 

community from evil outside influences, or simply the sanc

tity of the individual. Thus, like detectives, policemen, 

cowboys, congressional medal of honor winners, and Superman, 

the wrestling hero stands for truth, justice, the American 

way, and the supreme joy of kicking ass when the situation 

demands it. 

The predominance of western formulaic figures and themes-

the outlaw, the peacemaker, "get out of town by sunset," and 

"this town's not big enough for the both of us"- - emphasize 

th~ cultural ties of modern wrestling to the popular, roman

ticized cultural myths of the old west. Indeed, the wrest

ling arena, in formulaic terms, is similar to the setting 

of the western in that the frontier setting (in which advan

cing civilization is presumed to eventually eliminate the 

forces of savagery) provides a fictional justification for 

enjoying violent conflicts and the expression of lawless 

force without feeling that they threaten the values or the 

fabiic of society. 

But, whether th~ character conforms to our cultural 
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mythology in a specific or in a general way, the characteri

zations are produced in the same fashion. Each character 

uses certain iconographic devices which symbolize him and 

which are easily recognized and interpreted by the audience. 

An evil-foreigner' may appear with a swastika and a monocle, 

a cowboy-outlaw usually wears a black cowboy hat and riding 

chaps, and a narcissistic character often sports , long, 

bleached-blond hair and luxurious, ornate robes. In addi

tion to these methods of characterization that we have al-
' 

ready discussed, particular "holds" or "moves" are associ-

ated with individual wrestlers and serve to further delini-

ate their characters. Generally, incapacitating or paten-

tially crippling maneuvers are associated with villains and 

more benign or "scientific" strategies are associated with 

heroes. 

Another effective method of expressing a wrestler's 

character is the interview. In the interview, the wrestler 

directly states his attitudes toward the audience and toward 

his opponent. Usually he will relate, often in gory detail, 

the 'extent of the damage he intends to inflict on his oppo-

nent. This tirade is the modern version of th~ gilp~wide, 

the boasting speech, which runs through the entire corpus 

of Anglo-Saxon literature. 37 

Finally, characters are defined by their regard for the 

"rules." Since these "rules" are de facto produced by the 

audierice, a disregard for them is also a disregard for the 

crowd. Thus, the less respect a wrestler shows for these 
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the more despicable he is considered. In the common par

lance of wrestling, villains are known simply as "rule

breakers." 

The second major assumption which supports wrestling 

concerns the emotional context of the matches. Once char

acters are delineated, their different natures automatically 

lead them toward inevitable conflicts. Thus, matches are 

arranged as ideological struggles rather than as simple con

tests between individuals. In an almost medieval sense, 

the "champions" of various views clash for the honor of 

their respective stances. Once these conflicts begin, they 

often develop into a series of such battles that frequently 

escalate into "specialty" matches with particular sets of 

rules. These matches provide ever more exciting or violent 

parameters for the purposes of revenge. Some of these 

matches, like the "indian strap match" and the "bull-rope 

match," add a dimension of humiliation to defeat, but most 

special matches emphasize carnage. The ultimate is the 

"stretcher match." The special "rules" of the stretcher 

mitch state: 1) nothing is illegal, 2) there is no referee, 

3) falls do not count, 4) there is no time limit, 5) the 

contest must end with the loser being carried from the ring 

on a stretcher. 

The only match which might be considered beyond the 

"stretcher match" is the "lights-out match." In this type 

of match, there is no spatial as well as no temporal limita-
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tion. The action can extend beyond the confines of the ring, 

and this abandonment of ring's boundaries is a symbolic 

representation of the abandonment of the rules. The audience 

is simultaneously treated to a wild elation that comes from 

the temporary destruction of restrictions and to an intensi

fied involvement with the action which has literally entered 

their world. 

The bloodiness implied by the "rules" of special matches 

indicates the next major assumption--the substance of wrest

ling contests is violence. If the hero is on the receiving 

end of the violence, the audience experiences outrage and 

pity . They sympathetically groan and wince with every blow 

and scream for the hero to repay the punishment in kind. 

They are titilated by a vicarious masochism, and the violence 

suffered by the hero further solidifies their hatred of the 

villain. All feeling is focused through the single impulse 

for revenge; all othei concerns are forgotten, and the audi

ence yields to the pleasant sensation which results from 

the singleness of emotion Robert Heilman has dubbed "mono

pathy."38 

If the hero gains the upper hand, the matter is even 

simpler. The response is again monopathic, and the audience 

is able to release its pent up tension through a fury of 

vicarious and self-righteous sadism. The joy of this re

lease is described by Robert Jewett and John Shelton Lawrence 

in The' 'Amer'ican Monomyth as "Tertullian ecstacy." 
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Tertullian ecstasy--the enjoyment in seeing 
the punishment of the wicked. Unlike sexual 
ecstasy, which is potentially communal and 
creative, involving love and mutual respect 
at its best, Tertullian ecstasy can be achieved 
privately. It demands no creative effort, only 
that someone suffer for the pleasure of others. 
Tertullian ecstasy works toward its climactic 
visceral gratification by a kind of inverted 
foreplay. Whereas sexual love begins with at
traction, the preparation for retributive ec
stasy requires revulsion triggered by negative 
stereotypes. The audience recognizes targets 
of retribution bv scenes of evil behavior and 
exclusion from the community. This de-identi
fication of interest, an invesrsion of mutual 
respect and attention, blocks any sympathetic 
response that the audience might have when the 
wicked suffer their punishment. 

At the moment the evil of the marked ones 
becomes unbearable, and the desire for punish
ment reaches its climax, the moralized forces 
of catastrophe provide a kind of retributive 
coitus with an ecstatic release. The cheering 
audiences in such scenes is evidence of a ritual 
release from tesnion. Tertullian ecstasy there
fore provides one of the few publicly acceptable 
forms of visceral gratification or ecstatic 
release in American popular culture. The ecstasy 
of violent punishment is thus provided to those 
who identify with the pure superhero.39 

This "visceral gratification" is obviously made possible by 

wrestling's spectacular display of the most basic of passions. 

In his insightful essay, "The World of Wrestling," Roland 

Barthe identifies these passions as Suffering, Defeat, and 

J . 40 ustlce. 

Most basically, wrestling presents Suffering with all 

the simplicity and amplification of classical sculpture, 

and, like sculpture, the postures that express Suffering 

ofteri seem frozen in an exaggerated and tortuous state. In 
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the hold, one of the two ptimary, technical procedures of 

the wrestling match ~ one wrestler attains control over some 

part of his opponent's body and has him (at least temporar

ily) at his mercy. In addition, most holds do not stop at 

immobilizing an opponent, but add some element of pain which 

usually increases as the hold continues. In some such pain

ful hold (the figure-four leg lock, the spinning toe hold) 

the wrestler becomes the visual representation of Suffering 

in its most obvious and excessive form. Like Laocoon in 

the coils of the serpents he displays his contorted visage 

for all to see and impotently beats his fist against the 

canvas to emphasize his frustration and pain. 

Since any form of reserve is obviously out of place in 

wrestling, the visual nature of the hold must be obvious 

and extreme. Thus, most holds are expansive and include 

twisting or bending one of the limbs in some contorted and 

unnatural manner. Since the entire purpose of the process 

is to display Suffering most clearly, the audience must be 

shown the method through which it is achieved. Thus, some 

hidden or devious blow that produced pain would be merely 

cruel and without purpose. The spectacle must be presented 

in a conventional manner in order to be intellibible to the 

audience. The exaggerated posture of the hold outlines the 

conditions that produce the Suffering and, at the same time, 

explains it in the broadest possible terms. In addition, 

the powerless inertia of the unfortunate wrestler allows his 
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foe, certain of his victory and vain in his position, to 

intensify the spectacle by indulging, with terrible deliber-

ation and excruciating slowness, in some tortuous cruelty. 

Twisting a limb, seemingly beyond the point of possible en-

durance, or grinding the face of one's powerless adversary 

into the mat gives the externalized appearance of torture. 

Wrestling is the only sport that uses such a display. How-

ever, the purpose is not to be gratuitously cruel, and the 

image serves only to intensify and enlarge the greater image 

f S ff . d .d . h f . f . h 41 o u er1ng an to a1 1n t e per ect1on o an 1conograp y. 

Wrestling does not seek to make sadism acceptable. It merely 

accepts the images of sadism to vividly portray the passion 

of Suffering. 

The other basic type of wrestling component is the 

throw. The throw is the active counterpart to the static 

hold, and its most fundamental purpose is to facilitate 

the hold by weakening a wrestler and by putting his oppo

nent in the position to apply the hold. However, the pur

pose of the throw goes beyond this function. Most throws 

are dramatic, describing great flowing arcs in which the 

very size of the wrestlers emphasizes their potential 

destruction. These throws provide the titanic crashes that 

enliven and punctuate the narrative of the match, and their 

destructive intent is often indicated by their names--the 

pile driver, the atomic drop, the power slam, the neck- breaker, 

the brain buster. Often the wrestler executing the throw will 
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delay the moment of ultimate catastrophe by pausing drama

tically with his foe held helplessly aloft. This pause 

dramatizes the utter helplessness and hopelessness of the 

wrestler's situation and produces an almost unbearable ten

sion for the audience which, by stretching out the moment of 

anticipation, greatly intensifies the dramatic effect of the 

throw. The effect is the total image of Defeat. 

In the most extreme situations (which are, after all~ 

wrestling's ultimate goal), the wrestler is left in a path

etic heap on the mat. Deprived of all ability or dignity, 

the wrestler's very immensity adds to his hideous abasement 

which is the visible display of abject vanquishment. If 

the twisting torture of the hold can be compared to the 

cruelty of the rack, the image of the downed wrestler in 

the center of the vividly lit ring is the ritualized 

counterpart of crucifixion. 

The centrality of Defeat to wrestling is explicitly 

expressed by the limitation of its possible conclusions. A 

clear-cut victory can only be achieved in two ways--a pin

fall or a submission. In a pinfall, one holds his opponent's 

shoulders to the mat for the count of three. This posture 

dramatically illustrates both the helplessness and inferior

ity of the loser and the dominance of the victor. The sub

mission is even more explicit. In the submission, one places 

his opponent in such a painful position that he is forced to 

concede the contest. The intensity of the submission is two-
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fold. First, the submission hold is the ultimate type of 

hold since its pain is generally accepted to be genuine (at 

least as much as anything in wrestling is genuine), and, 

therefore, the expression of Suffering is most intense. 

Second, the aspect of Defeit is intensified by the humilia

tion of the vanquished party's voluntary capitulation. 

It would be easy at this point to dismiss all wrestling 

fans as sadistic, blood-thirsty monsters and turn away in 

disgust. However, to do so would be to forget our most im

portant basic assumption about wrestling--that it is fake 

and the fans know it. We must not forget that all sports 

srping from the same root, the aggressive component, which 

is an active expression of the "mastery impulse." 42 Wrest-

ling simply provides a safe outlet for this aggression in 

a context that, since it is at least sub-consciously admitted 

to be false, allows unrestrained catharsis without the danger 

of guilt. 

That the viewer's response is uncomplicated by the 

threat of guilt is an important point. And, since the spec

tacle utilizes such provocative elements as aggression, rule

breaking, and even sadism, the possibility of guilt must be 

absolutely and irrevocably removed to allow unrestrained 

response. This effect is produced in three ways. Initially, 

and at a very deep level. the wrestling fan accepts that the 

action he sees does not actuallyproduce the mayhem and pain 

that it appears to. He knows that the wrestler writhing in 
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agony before him will not, in all probability, be confined 

to a hospital bed for the rest of his life but will, come 

tomorrow night, exhibit the same contortions and suffer the 

same, seemingly near-fatal punishment for another crowd in 

some other arena. Second, the viewer does not respond 

emotionally to the wrestlers as people. They are actors, 

and they are totally identified with their roles. Not only 

does this fact divest the fan of the responsibility of rela

ting to other individuals in a compassionate way, it also 

allows him the chance to respond to the visual presentation 

of moral concepts. Since undiluted emotional responses are 

so rare in our society, the joy· of an uncomplicated reaction 

triggers the desire for an unrestrained expression of those 

responses. Finally, the festival nature of the presentation 

and the emotional continuity of the crowd provides a communal 

justification for the responses felt. Such an atmosphere 

validates the response and encourages the most blatant and 

enthusiastic, vicarious involvement and release. This com

munal justification often borders quite closely on a mob 

mentality, but the underlying realization that it is all a 

show effectively circumvents the more negative aspects that 

are usually associated with crowd behavior. 

Thus, three of wrestling's most important aspects--its 

nature as an unreal but vivid show, as a tangible moral al

legory. and as a communal ritual--combine to remove the pos

sibility of guilt that might effectively inhibit its enjoy-
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ment and stifle that enjoyment's expression. And, since 

guilt is removed as a problem, some degree of catharsis is 

almost an inevitable result of every wrestling match. 

Wrestling is not a random, haphazard affair, despite 

its rowdy trappings and obvious paucity of manners. Every 

situation is considered and some response is calculated. 

Wrestling promoters would hardly allow some major disappoint

ment for the crowd who is, after all, the source of their 

livelihood. Thus, matters are structured to conform to cer

tain expectations and so that even the most demeaning defeat 

might still provide a certain level of satisfaction. The 

spectator is safe in the assumption that the match will al

ways end in one of three ways. This assurance affords the 

security of the familiar, predetermined response. 

The match may conclude in an impasse. Although there 

is no definitive solution, this match usually features the 

hero dramatically taming from behind but being thwarted in 

his revenge by some outside circumstance (i.e., expiration 

of time limit or the villain's cowardly retreat). This so

lution preserves the audience's preconceptions and merely 

postpones full satisfaction. 

The hero may triumph. In this case the audience's 

happiness is complete. The popular ideology is revivified, 

evil is vividly exorcised, and justice is served. A general 

aura of well being is produced, and the impression of secur

ity is promoted. 
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The villain may triumph. Although this is the least 

palatable solution, it can still provide satisfaction in 

a most subtle and interesting fashion. Its most obvious 

appeal occurs in an exhibition of futile bravery in the 

face of overpowering strength or in an "unfair" (and un

detected) infringement of the rules. Nonetheless, the 

audience is consoled by the possibility of future matches 

in which precautions against such cheating may be taken. 

At a deeper level, there is also a monopathic satisfaction 

in the release from the pains of responsibility and uncer

tainty. The validity of this point is born out by a 

typically American social mythology which allows a pragma

tic hero like Rhett Butler to surrender to an irresistable 

weakness for lost causes once they are really lost. 

However, as has already been discussed, the outcome 

of a wrestling match is only of secondary importance. 

Ceritral to wrestling are the basic passions it displays, and 

the greatest of these is Justice. Unlike Suffering and De

feat, which are essentially physical conditions, Justice is 

a moral concept. The abstract complexity of its nature de

mands a far greater subtlety of expression than either of 

the other two passions. The expression of Justice must 

therefore transcerid the purely physical and utilize the most 

basic structural element of the form itself--the "rules." 

The Justice of wrestling is Justice in its most funda-

mental conceptual state. It is, like everything else in 
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wrestling, simple and easy to· understand on an emotional 

level. This Justice is the Old Testament variety that 

calls for "an eye for an eye" and "a tooth for a tooth." 

It is immediate, personal, and exact and satisfies a basic 

moral sense that has to ~ great extent been frustrated by 

"civilized" law codes and an emphasis on rehabilitation 

rather than on retribution in modern penal practices. Even 

more personally, that retribution is legally denied to the 

individual and that criminals often utilize the same legal 

system for their own protection in one situation that they 

so blatantly flaunt in another are the sources of great frus

tration. Wrestling provides the situations that usually 

purge t .hese frustrations. Simple retribution for physical 

affronts is a clear and fundamental source of wrestling's 

pleasure, but the satisfaction is immeasurably intensified 

if the hero circumvents the rules to deliver just punishment 

to the wrongdoer who but reeently ignored the same restric

tions. There is probably no greater single pleasure for 

the wrestling devotee than the vision of the outraged hero 

who, having been grievously injured through treachery and 

deceit, descends in a cloud of righteous wrath to visit 

punishment on the person of the transgressor. What the aud

ience cannot stand is the insult to its logic. The incon

sistency of a villain who disregards the rules when he 

considers it convenient and has the affrontery to take 

refuge behind the same rules when he feels the need is the 
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basest of all crimes. 43 Such a crime against logic requires 

a Newtonian revenge. Such action must suffer the force of 

an equal and opposite reaction. Justice is served with an 

almost mathematical precis1on. 

In an activity where merely partic1pating canc~ls all 

rignts to personal safety, infr1ng1ng the rules can be very 

dangerous. Ketribution is usually swift, generally appro

priate, and always painful. 1hese d1sp1ays af±ora the 

wr~st1ing fan an 1mpression of moral and aesthetic beauty 

wh1ch constitutes tne spectac~e's greatest sat1sfact1on and 

ecstat1c release. The concepts of balance and order are 

violently displayea ana reaff1rmed. The very fact tnat 

violence and order can be aisplayed simultaneous~y (and 

for mutual benef1t) 1s one ot wrest~ing's most obvious and 

interesting ironies . The tact that tne concept of Just1ce 

can De so forcetul1y atfirmea by a spectacl~ that features 

the routine and almost univ~rsa1 infringement of 1ts own 

formal rule syste~ is another. Inde~d, wrestl1ng 1s as lron

ic as 1t is dramatic. 

St1ll , some observers~ bothered by tne contradictions, 

seeming randomness, ana surface boisterousness of the spec

tacle might suggest that wrestling might possibly gain some 

respectability if it would only conf1ne its act1vities 

within some more accepted rules system, or at least observe 

its own system of stated rules with some regu1ar1ty. Such 

suggest1ons would betray a complete misunderstanding of 
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wrestling and woula serve only to destroy it. Wrestling's 

function is not to command genteel respect but to act out

side such considerations. It is structured by a set of 

rules that are not the supposed rules and which allow situ

ations that are simultaneously predictable and volatile. It 

is a display that portrays universal passions and yet glori

fies the integrity and needs of the individual. It conforms 

to cultural predispositions and yet transcends the particular 

culture in which it is found. It excites spontaneous un

restrained outbreaks of emotion and yet its basic appeal is 

order. 

The contradictory nature of wrestling's com~ents need 

not necessarily be surprising since they come together to 

display in an universal and intelligible form a panoramic 

view of Nature unfettered by myopic misperceptions. From 

without, such a spectacle (like Nature itself) must neces

sarily seem contradictory and capricious. But from within, 

where can one participate in the vital currents which pro

duce a vital banalce, the view is quite different. 

Of course, no academic study can present more than a 

vivisection of a form that relies so directly for its appeal 

on basic emotional responses to eternal human passions. How

ever, it is doubtful that such a form, vividly displaying 

the conflict of Good and Evil in a context of understandable 

Justice, is deserving of the scorn it is so often routinely 

afforded. At its best, wrestling provides an ecstatic re-
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lease from the frustrations and ambiguities of everyday 

existence enacted within a communally supportive atmosphere. 

At its worst, it is a boring facade that is not worth one's 

time but is certainly not ~orth any greater abuse than one's 

apathy. 

Wrestling can rest easy. Its ritualistic roots and 

the cultural needs that give it its vitality will long 

out~ive the words of cultural critics. 
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